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A common framework for the two concepts of the title is developed to yield an 
alternative proof to a theorem of Cohn and Lempel relating the number of orbits of 
a product of a full cycle by disjoint transpositions to the rank over GF(2) of the 
associated chord-intersection-matrix. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let r = (l,..., n) be the standard full cycle on [n] = { 1,2,..., n} and let o = 
(a,, b,) .. . (ok, bk) be a product of k disjoint transpositions in S,, the 
symmetric group on [n]. Let further 0 = ur be their product in S, (products 
are evaluated from right to left). In [CL], Cohn and Lempel establish the 
striking relation 
If3 =nullA + 1 (1) 
where ]e] denotes the number of e-orbits’ and null A denotes the nullity of 
the chord-intersection-matrix A associated with u over the two-element field 
GF(2). A is the symmetric k x k zero-one matrix defined as follows. Place 
the numbers l,..., n in cyclic order on a circle, and for i = l,..., k draw a 
chord u,, connecting a, with bi. Let alj = 1 if i #j and Vi and Uj intersect, 
and let aij = 0 otherwise (so in particular, aii = 0 for all i). Let A = 
(atj)l<t,j<k* 
In this note we offer an argument for (1)‘that unravels-at least in our 
opinion-the mystery behind this relation. It is based on the study of a 
boolean measure induced on the boolean algebra of all subsets of the circle 
by a given system of k chords. We outline the argument in Section 1, and 
work its details in subsequent sections. Section 3 and the Appendix touch 
upon a theory of balanced sets in the chorded-circle, which we believe has an 
independent interest. 
* Current address: Department of Mathematics, University of Haifa, Haifa 31999, Israel. 
’ A o-orbit is a subset of [n] of the form (8”(a) ( m = 0, fl, +2,...) for some a E [n]. 
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An algebraic argument of a generalization of (1) is offered by Beck in [B], 
and in [BM] a way to derive this generalization from (1) is given. We are 
grateful to Istvin Beck for introducing (1) to us, and for calling our attention 
to Lemma 2 of [B], which inspired the present proof. 
1. OUTLINE 
By a k-chord-system we shall mean any circle with k chords v,, v2,..., vk, 
no two of which share an endpoint. Let V be the vector space over GF(2) 
spanned by base elements vi, Q,..., k v and define a linear operator T: V-t V 
as follows: 
TV,= Wi=C {Vjl i#janduinvj#0}* (2) 
Obviously, the intersection matrix A (as described in the Introduction) 
represents T with respect to the base vi ,..., vk, and so null A = null T and 
rank A = rank T. Let W s V be the subspace spanned by w, ,..., wk. Then 
rank T= dim W= rank A. 
Now let v be another chord with new endpoints and consider the (k + l)- 
chord-system so obtained and its associated linear operator T’: V’ + V’, 
where V’ has v i ,..., uk, v as a base. It is not hard to see that rank T’ = rank T 
if T’v E W ([B], Lemma 4. Characteristic 2 is indispensable for the validity 
of this statement!), and that rank T’ = rank T + 2 if T’u @ W. 
Since Null T = k - rank T, Null T’ = k + 1 - rank T’, we have 
Null T’ = Null T + 1 if T’vE W 
Null T’ = Null T - 1 if T/v@ W. 
(3) 
Let 8 E S,, let (a, b) E S, be a transposition, and let 8’ = (a, b) 8. Then, 
as one easily verities, 
p1=181+ 1 if a, b belong to the same B-orbit 
py = lel- i 
(4) 
if a, b belong to distinct e-orbits. 
The following argument for (1) is thus suggested. Given a product of k 
disjoint transpositions u = (a,, b,) e.~ (uk, bk) E S,, let the k-chord-system 
associated with c mean any circle C incorporating l,..., n in cyclic order, 
with k chords u, ,..., vk, where a,, b, are the endpoints of vi. Let V, T and A 
be as defined above. Set 6 = ut, where t = (1, 2,..., n). Observe that for k = 0 
we have 8=r while V=T=A=O. Hence /S/=1, Null(T)=O, and (1) 
holds in this case. Using induction on k and Eqs. (3) and (4), deduce (1) 
from: 
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THEOREM 1. Let v be another chord in the k-chord system associated 
with u, with new endpoints a, b E [n]. Let u denote the sum of the chords Vi 
that intersect v. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) u E W, 
(ii) a and b lie in the same e-orbit. 
Obviously, Theorem 1 is the heart of our argument, and its proof is the 
object of the sequel. 
2. (ii) IMPLIES (i) 
It is convenient at this point to expand and modify our notation. With no 
loss of generality, let us assume in what follows that n = 2k, so u = 
(a,, b,) .. . (ak, bk) E S, is a fixed-point-free involution. Let further C = 
{x IO < x < n} and let $ and 2 denote addition and subtraction modulo n 
on C. Let V be the vector space over GF(2) spanned by the base v, = 
{a,, b, },..., vk = {ak, bk}. For every x E C, define v(x) E V, by 
XE Vi 
otherwise. 
The function v: C t V gives rise to a vector measure w  defined on the family 
of all subsets of C and taking values in V by (see Fig. 1) 
wx=c {v(x)lxEX} (x G C). (5) 
FIG. 1. The measure w defined by (5) on the circle by the six chords takes value in the 
vector space spanned by v  ,,..., v6 over GF(2). For instance, the open arc (x, y) from x to y  in 
the positive sense, i.e., counterclockwise, satisfies w(x, y) = vI + vl + vq + vs. 
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For x,y E C, x ( y, let (x, y), [x, y], [x, y) and (x, y] retain their usual 
meanings as the corresponding open, closed, and half open intervals. For 
y < x, define 
(x~Y)=c\[Y~xl 
[x3 Y 1 = C\(Y9 x) 
L%Y)=c\[YTx) 
(XTYI = C\(Y, xl. 
We refer to these sets as (open, closed, half open) arcs. 
Adapting (2) to the present context, we define T: V+ V by 
TV, = wi = w(ai, bi) = w,[ai, bi] 
where the last equality holds since u + v = 0 is true of every u E V. For the 
same reason we have 
w(XA Y)= wx+ WY, X,YGC (6) 
where XL Y denotes the symmetric difference of X, Y c C, i.e., 
XAY=(X’jY)U(w). 
Since WC = Cf=i(Ui + Vi), we have 
wc=o 
and so by (6): 
(7) 
w(qx) = wx, XE c. (8) 
In particular, we have 
TVi = Wi = w(a,, bi) = W[bi, ai] = w[ai, bi] = W(bi, a,). (9) 
For x E C define 2 E [n] by the condition x E [~?,a i 1). Thus, for 
instance, I= g= 1 while i = n. For a, b E [n] write a - b if a, b lie in the 
same &orbit, i.e., a = em(b) for some integer m. Extend - to an equivalence 
relation on C by setting x -y iff .? - 9. With this notation, Theorem 1 is 
obviously equivalent to: 
THEOREM 1. Let x, y E C\[n], x # y. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i)’ W[X,Y> E K 
(ii)’ x -y. 
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We prove first (ii)’ =S (i)‘, leaving the more delicate argument for 
(i)’ z- (ii)’ to the next section. By (6) and (7) the following proposition is 
clear. 
PROPOSITION 2.0. Let x,,, x, ,..., x, E C. Then 
w[xOvxs)= i w[xi-lvxi)* 
i=l 
Proof of (ii)’ * (i)‘. Let us call a sequence x0,..., x, E C\[n] an orbital 
sequence from x to y iff x,, = x, x, =y and O(Zi-,) = Zi for i = l,..., s. 
Obviously, x N y is equivalent to the existence of an orbital sequence from x 
to y for x,y E C\[n]. Also, by Proposition 2.0 
w[x9Y)= i w[xi-l,xi) 
i=l 
whenever x0 ,..., x, E C\[n] is an orbital sequence from x to y. Hence we shall 
be done showing that w[xi- i, xi) E { wi ,.,., wk} holds under this assumption. 
Indeed, since Xi-13 xi E C\[n] we have w[xi-i, xi) = w[iiml j 1, .$I. By 
B(~i-l)=~i,r(~(-,)=~i-l+l and~=orwehave~~=a(~,~,+l)andso 
setting a = Zi-, + 1 we have by (9) 
w[xi-l,xi)’ w[a, a(a)] E {W1,.-, Wk}. I 
3. (i) IMPLIES (ii) 
We shall need some more notation. Let XE C be a finite set of even 
cardinality, say X = {xi ,..., xz[}. Assume further that x, ,..., x2, appear in this 
cyclic order on C, i.e., 
b 219 x,)n [Xl, x2) = [Xl, -4n [x2, Xj) = -**-= [+I-*, x,,)n [xzp Xl) = 0. 
Let 
I 
A = U [x*i-l>xPi)* 
i=l 
Then X is called a balanced set if WA = 0. By (8), this is equivalent to 
w(a) = 0. This means that for any chord in the k-chord-system, either 
both endpoints or none belongs to A. As a matter of fact, much more holds. 
By a pairing of X we mean a partition of X into two-element subsets. By an 
arc-pairing of X we mean a family of arcs whose pairs of endpoints form a 
pairing of X. The reader may enjoy verifying (or else consult the Appendix 
for a proof of) 
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PROPOSITION 3.0. Let X = {x1,..., xzl} s C\[n]. The following are 
equivalent of X: 
(a) X is balanced. 
(b) For some arc-pairing {[yt,z,)lt= 1,...,q of x 
c:=l W[Yl, q> = 0. 
(c) For any arc-pairing {[y,, ZJ 1 t = I,..., I} ofX, C:=l w[ y,, ZJ = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let X, YE C\[n] be balanced sets and let Xn Y be of 
even cardinal@. Then X A Y is balanced. 
ProoJ By Proposition 3.0. 1 
A pairing P of X E C is called an orbital pairing if {x, y} E P implies 
x-y. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let XG C\[n] be balanced. Then there is an orbital 
pairing of X. 
Proof: Assume first that [a, a 4 1) f? X has at most one element for all 
a E [n]. Let x1 ,..., x2, be a list of the elements of X in cyclic order, and let 
A, = Uf=,[x*i-lV *l 9 x ) A, = C\p , . Regarding ~4 as a motion induced on [n], 
we view the points xzi-, as entrances-where orbital motion leads into A,, 
and the points xzi as exits-where orbital motion carries out of A r. The idea 
is to pair each entrance with the next exit occurring under this motion. 
Let 1~i~l,andconsidertheintegera=~,i_,.SinceX~C\[n],xzi-1E 
(a, a i 1). Since [a, a i 1) n X contains at most one element, a E [xzie2, 
xziPI)~A2 anda/ 1E [~~~-r,x~,.)~Ar. SinceXisbalanced, wA,=Oand 
so O(a) = a(z(a)) = o(a $ 1) E A 1. Thus, a E A 2 but f?(a) E A 1. Let r be the 
smallest positive integer with 8’(a) E A,, and let 1 <j < 1 satisfy 8’-‘(a) E 
[X2j-1,X2j)a2 Then let {X2i-r, 2j x } E P. Obviously, this defines an orbital 
pairing of X. 
Let now X G C\[n] be any balanced set. For each a E [n] for which 
[a, a i 1) n X contains an odd number of points, choose a point 
x, E [a, a $ 1) n X, and let X’ G X be the set of all points x, so chosen. Let 
X” = x\x’. Now, by Proposition 3.0, X” is balanced, since X” n [a, a $ 1) 
is even for all a E [n]. By Corollary 3.1, X’ =X A X” is also balanced. Also, 
X’ admits an orbital pairing P’ by the first part of our proof (as 
X’ n [a, a $ 1) contains at most one element), while X” has trivially an 
orbital pairing P” (for each a E [n], take any pairing of X” n [a, a -i- 1) and 
collect these pairings together). Thus P = P’ UP” is an orbital pairing for 
x. I 
‘We let x0=x2,. XI =x2/+1. 
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By the orbital partition of a set XZ C we mean the partition induced on X 
by the equivalence relation -. Obviously we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let XC C be a finite set admitting an orbital pairing, 
and let Q be its orbital partition. Then every YE Q is of even cardinality. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let Xc C\[n] be a balanced set. Then its orbital 
partition consists of sets of even cardinality. 
Proof of(i)’ * (ii)‘. Let x, y E c\[n], and let w[x, y) E W. We show that 
x -y. Since W is spanned over GF(2) by w1 = Tv~,..., wk = TV,, there are 
Wi, ,..., wi, E { w1 ,... , FV~} such that 
w[x9y)= Wi, + “’ + Wi, 
or 
W[XVy) + Wi, + **’ + Wi,=O (10) 
(I = 0 is not excluded; it corresponds to the case w[x, y) = 0). 
Let Vi, = {cl,.dr},..., i,- v - (~1, d,}. THUS Wi, = w[c,, d,], t = l,... ,1. Let xt = 
c, 2 et, y, = dt + 6,, where 0 < E,, 6, < 1 are chosen so that x, y, x,, y, ,..., 
x,, y, E C\[n] are distinct. Since x, E (c, - 1, c,), y, E (d,, d, $ 1) we have 
w[xt,~t) = w[c,, 41 = wit, t = l,..., 1. 
Hence by (lo), X= {x, y, xi, y, ,..., xl, y,} E C\[n] is balanced. 
LetX’= {xl,yl,...,xI,yl}=x\{x,~}. 
CLAIM. P’ = {{x1, y,} ,..., {xl, y,}} is an orbital pairing for X’. 
Proof of Claim. Indeed, gt = c, L 1, y^, = d,, and since vi, = {c,, dt}, we 
have o(cJ = dt. But cI = r(cl I 1) and so 0(&) = 0(c, - 1) = or(c, - 1) = 
o(cJ = d, = 9t, and so xt - y,. The claim is proved. 
We are now prepared to show x - y. Let Q be the orbital partition of X, 
and let Q’ be the orbital partition of X’. Let x E D E Q, y E E E Q. We have 
to show D = E. Indeed, let D’ = D n X’, E’ = E n X’. Then D’, E’ E Q’. 
Since P’ is an orbital pairing of X’, we know that D’ and E’ have even 
cardinality by Proposition 3.3. Were D’ #E’, we would have D = D’ U {x}, 
E = E’ U {y}, and so D and E have odd cardinality. But this contradicts 
Corollary 3.4. I 
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APPENDIX 
Proposition 3.0 is an immediate corollary of: 
PROPOSITION A. Let I> 1. Let X= {x1 ,..., x2,} E C, where x, ,..., x2, 
appear in this cyclic order on the circle C. Let IB be any boolean algebra of 
subsets of C containing the family of arcs {(y, z) 1 y, z E X, y # z}. Let V be 
any vector space over GF(2), and let w: IB -+ V satisfy 
(1) w(XA Y)= wX+ WY, X,YEiB 
(2) W{Xl} = w{x*} = a** = W(XZ[} = 0. 
Let A=Ufzl[x .- zl 1, xzi), B = C\p. Let {[y,, ZJ 1 t = l,..., I} be any arc- 
pairing of X. Then 
x w[Y,,z,) E {w-4 wBJ. 
I=1 
Hence, if WA = WB = w,,, then 
g1 W[Yt, 4 = won 
Proof: Define v , ,..., vzl E V by v, = w(x,, xm+J, 1 < m < 21 and v2, = 
w(xzl, x,). For 1 < i, j < 21, define Vii E V by 
uij = 0 if i=j 
uij=vi+vi+l+...+vj-, if icj 
Uij=Vi + Vi+* + “* + Vzl+ VI + “’ + Vj-1 if j < i. 
Then by (1) and (2) we have for i, j E [ 211 




Hence, Proposition A follows from 
CLAIM. Let {(it, j,) 1 t = l,..., 1) be a set of ordered pairs, such that 
{{it,jt) I t = I,..., 1) is a pairing of [21]. Let W, = Ui,j,, t = l,..., 1 and let 
w=w,+...+wI. 
Then w  = v, + v1 + . ..+v.,_,,orw=v,+v,+...+v,,. 
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Proof of Claim. Let us say that v, appears in w, if i, < j, and i, < m < j,, 
or j, ( i, and i, ,< m < 21 or 1 < m <j, (that is, if v, appears when one spells 
out wt in terms of v, ,..,, vzI). For m = l,..., 21, let n, be the number of t’s for 
which v, appears in w,. Then we have 
W=nlvl+n,v,+ *** + $/VZ/ = E,V, + EZVZ + **a + E2/U2/, 
where E, = 0 if n, is even, and E, = 1 if n, is odd. Thus, the claim is clear 
once we show that 1 n,, , - n, I= 1, m = l,..., 2f- 1. Indeed, there is a 
unique 1 Q t < 1 such that m + 1 E {it, j,}. For t’ # t, v, appears in wI, if and 
only if v, + I appears in wI,, while v, + I appears in w, if and only if v,,, does 
notappearinw,,ifandonlyifm+l=i,.Thus,n,+,=n,+lifm+l=i, 
and n,+, =n,- 1 if m+ l=jl, and so In,+,-n,l= 1. 
This completes the proof of the claim, and Proposition A is proved. 1 
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